The training room is positioned so that it has access to both the open void area in the centre of the ground build and the stairs or lift to the first floor.

Entry from both side streets, allows easy access for all training and garage spaces.

Reception in the first point of call for SES operations is used as a call centre in emergency mode.

The LAUNDRY is incorporated into this linear based room it has many possibilities in regards to public functions and events.

The break out space is an open plan area that is flexible and allows many layouts of chairs, tables and lounges.

The LAUNDRY is positioned adjacent to the large area for garbage collection.

The LAUNDRY has 3 x wc’s in each and one shower as requested.

The Mens and Ladies amenities overlook a view of the surrounding suburb. Who says bathrooms can’t have a good view?

Along with wall, with overheads for extra laundry storage system derived from the pattern of the long wall and the ceiling. The wall is made of a hang wall platform.

The equipment store isn’t a room in itself rather a 13m x 4m wide x 5` high hang wall.

Each locker has 2m circulation space surrounding.

Each locker (60 total) is 500w x 500d mm and 2m tall.

The LAUNDRY is visual connections between the offices, operations, rescue vehicle and garage sections. This allows that space to be opened up and utilised as training space also.

Offices are neatly but interestingly situated at varying levels and positions over the garage below. There are visual connections between the offices, operations, rescue vehicle and garage sections. This allows that space to be opened up and utilised as training space also.

The open void area in the centre of the building opens up and uses sliding doors.

In emergency mode reception in the first point of call for SES operations is used as a call centre in emergency mode. It is in close proximity to the offices, which coordinate the emergency and allows many layouts of chairs, tables and lounges.

This open plan area allows for any and all programmatic activities.

From the entry/reception area you can directly access and use the desks when not in emergency mode.

Reception desks can be reconfigured to many alternate layouts allowing the training room to access more space and functionability in different modes ie training/emergency.

Doors slide up and open void space.
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